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Abstract: Today's and tomorrow's wireless systems and applications require high
throughput and low latency. Additionally low energy consumption and efficient air
bandwidth usage are very important to provide mobile services anytime and
anywhere. Channel coding is one of the key techniques to fulfill these requirements.
LDPC codes are used in current and upcoming standards due to their outstanding
communications performance. Decoding an LDPC code is an iterative process. The
energy consumption and latency are strongly related to the number of iterations.
Thus an iteration control is an efficient way to save energy. State-of-the-art iteration
control implementations need at least one iteration to detect an error free received
frame. In this paper we present a new technique which detects an error free received
frame before the decoding process starts. We show that especially under good
transmission conditions the saving of iterations and energy is remarkable. The
WIMEDIA UWB scenario is used as simulation environment. Complexity
estimations and implementation results are presented using a 65nm low power
technology.
Keywords: LDPC, energy, low power, iteration control, implementation,
WIMEDIA, UWB

1. Introduction
Upcoming short range wireless standards based on Ultra Wide Band (UWB) are reaching data rates
up to 5 Gbit/s in the near future. The WIMEDIA [16] standard Release 1.5 should handle up to 1
Gbit/s and the Release 2.0 targets data rates of up to 3 Gbit/s. In order to guarantee an acceptable
link quality and a high throughput advanced channel coding schemes become mandatory. Thus the
traditional convolutional code (CC) has to be replaced by an advanced coding scheme. LDPC codes
are a very good candidate for this replacement, since they have an outstanding communication
performance and they are already standardized in other wireless standards like IEEE
WIMAX(802.16e) [7] or IEEE WiFi(802.11n) [6]. The main drawback of these codes is the
complexity, the latency and the related power consumption of the decoders. Recently a new code
class of Ultra-Sparse (U-S)-LDPC based on the know LDPC code classes used in WIMAX and
WIFI have been proposed in order to minimize the complexity and the energy consumption [10].
These codes are specially designed for the use in the WIMEDIA standard [2]. The complexity w.r.t.
silicon area is in the range of the already used traditional CC decoders giving a communications
performance boost of up to 4.5 dB [2][9][12][17]. Due to the iterative decoding process of LDPC
decoding the power consumption of the decoder is higher in general than the power consumption of
the Viterbi decoder used for the decoding of a CC code. This is true only if no iteration control is
being used. LDPC decoders with iteration control schemes [10] show a lower power consumption
than a Viterbi decoder. The known iteration control schemes mainly target the low and medium
SNR region of the wireless transmission system.
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In this paper we propose a new technique to complement these existing schemes in the high SNR
region in order to take advantage of the increased number of error free codewords received under
these operational conditions. The additional power savings in the high SNR region can each up to
60% as compared to the know schemes. Taking into account the implementation of a complete
iteration control framework into the U-S-LDPC it can be shown that the average power
consumption of the proposed LDPC decoder can be 50% below the consumption of a Viterbi
decoder on a FPGA. The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short
introduction to LDPC codes and decoding. Section 3 addresses LDPC decoder hardware
architecture. In Section 4 state-of-the-art iteration control schemes are presented and the new
enhanced iteration control schemes for LDPC codes. Simulations, complexity estimations and
implementation results are given in Section 5 . Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. LDPC Codes
LDPC codes are linear block codes defined by a sparse binary matrix H , called the parity
check matrix. The set of valid codewords C satisfies
HxT = 0,
∀x ∈ C. (1)
A column in H is associated to a codeword bit,
and each row corresponds to a parity check. A
nonzero element in a row means that the
corresponding bit contributes to this parity check.
The complete code can best be described by a
Tanner graph [13], a graphical representation of
the associations between code bits and parity
Figure 1: Tanner Graph for a LDPC Code
checks. Code bits are shown as so called variable
nodes (VN) drawn as circles, parity checks as
check nodes (CN) represented by squares, with edges connecting them accordingly to the
parity check matrix. Figure 1 shows a Tanner graph for a generic LDPC code with N
variable and M check nodes with a resulting code rate of R = ( N − M )/N .
The number of edges supplying each node is called the node degree. If the node degree
is constant for all CNs and VNs, the corresponding LDPC code is called regular, otherwise
it is called irregular. Note that the communications performance of an irregular LDPC code
is known to be generally superior to which of regular LDPC codes. The degree distribution
gives the fraction of VNs with a certain degree, with d vmax the
of the VNs f max
[ dv

,...,3,2]

maximum variable node degree. The degree distribution of the CNs can be expressed as
g max max with d cmax the maximum CN degree, meaning that only CNs with two different
[ dc

,dc

−1]

degrees occur [14].
To obtain a good communications performance of an LDPC code the degree
distribution should be optimized with respect to the codeword size N . The degree
distribution can be optimized by density evolution as shown in [14]. Furthermore, the
resulting Tanner graph should have cycles as long as possible to ensure that the iterative
decoding algorithm works properly. A cycle in the Tanner graph is defined as the shortest
path from a VN back to its origin without traveling an edge twice. Especially cycles of
length four have to be avoided [13]. For details on the used U-S LDPC code the reader is
referred to [2].
2.1 Decoding Algorithm

LDPC codes can be decoded using the message passing algorithm [3]. It exchanges softinformation iteratively between variable and check nodes. Updating the nodes can be done
with a canonical, two-phased scheduling: In the first phase all variable nodes are updated,
in the second phase all check nodes respectively. The processing of individual nodes within
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one phase is independent and can thus be parallelized. The exchanged messages are
assumed to be log-likelihood ratios (LLR). Each variable node of degree d v calculates an
update of message k according to:

λ k = λch +

d v −1

∑λ,
l

l = 0,l ≠ k

(2)

with λch the corresponding channel LLR of the VN and λl the LLRs of the incident edges.
The check node LLR update can be done in an either optimal or suboptimal way, trading
off implementation complexity against communications performance. Our approach uses
the suboptimal calculation to reduce implementation complexity.
The simplest suboptimal check node algorithm is the well-known Min-Sum algorithm
[4], where the incident message with the smallest magnitude determines the output of all
other messages:

λk =

d c −1

∏ sign (λ ) ⋅ min (| λ
l

l = 0,l ≠ k

l = 0,l ≠ k

l

|).

(3)

The resulting performance comes close to the optimal Sum-Product algorithm only for high
rate LDPC codes (R ≥ 3/4) with relatively large CN degree d c . It can be further optimized
by multiplying each outgoing message with a message scaling factor (MSF) of 0.75. For
lower code rates the communications performance strongly degrades.

2.2 Layered Decoding
Layered decoding applies a different message schedule than the classical two-phase
decoding. It was originally proposed by Mansour [11] and denoted as turbo decoding
message passing (TDMP), then it was referred to as layered decoding by Hocevar [5]. It is
applicable to partly parallel architectures where not all nodes are processed in parallel. The
basic idea is to process a subset of CNs and to pass the newly calculated messages
immediately to the corresponding VNs. The VNs update their outgoing messages in the
same iteration. The next CN subset will thus receive newly updated messages which
improves the convergence speed and therefore increases communications performance for a
given number of iterations [19].

3. LDPC Decoder Architectures
A partly parallel architecture template is sufficient to ensure the throughput for the UWB
LDPC decoder. Thus the layered decoding approach is applicable. In this architecture P
edges are processed per clock cycle. To ensure code rate and codeword size flexibility the
functional nodes are realized in a serial manner. Thus each functional unit can accept one
message per clock cycle.
To reach reasonable communications performance and minimize area, the check nodes are
implemented with an optimized version of the Min-Sum algorithm ( Section 2.1). The input
channel values are represented by 6 bit values. For more details the reader is referred to [2].

4. Iteration Control
Iterative decoding algorithms show an inherent dynamic behavior, i.e., the number of
iterations strongly depends on the transmission channel condition which is characterized by
the signal-to-noise ratio which changes over time. Instead of using a fixed number of
iterations, the number of iterations can be controlled by an intelligent iteration control
mechanism. In [18] it was shown that iteration control is the most efficient technique for
energy saving in a turbo decoder system without sacrificing communications performance.
The arguments are also valid for LDPC decoding.
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4.1 State-of-the-Art
An efficient iteration control has to distinguish between decodable and undecodable blocks
at an early stage of the decoding process. LDPC codes already provide an implicit stopping
criterion for decodable blocks by simply checking for an all-zero syndrome if a codeword
has been successfully decoded, see Equation 1 . Normally, only this stopping criterion is
used in state-of-the-art implementations. More advanced stopping criteria tackle especially
the undecodable codewords [8].
As soon as a codeword is most certainly too corrupted to be successfully decoded, the
decoder stops its decoding process. After detecting an undecodable codeword the LDPC
decoder can be switched off (i.e., clock gating is activated on gate level) in low SNR
regions instead of wasting the maximum number of iterations all the time and thus wasting
energy. This stopping criterion is based on a monitoring of the variable nodes reliability
( VNR ).
Λ =λ +
m

m
ch

d vm −1

N −1

l =0

m=0

∑ λlm , VNR = ∑ | Λm |

(4)

The VNR is the sum of the absolutes of all intermediate VN results. The calculation of
this value has a very low implementation complexity. If the VNR does not change or
decreases within two successive decoding iterations the decoding process is stopped. The
stopping criterion has to be switched off when the VNR passes a threshold ( VNRoff ) which
is SNR dependent. This threshold has to be determined only once for each code rate. With
an appropriate VNRoff the loss in communications performance can be decreased almost to
zero. For more detailed information on this criterion the reader is referred to [8].
A similar approach for undecodable blocks is presented in [15]. There the number of
satisfied parity-checks is measured instead of the VNR . If the number of unsatisfied checks
is bigger than a threshold or the increasing of the satisfied checks is below a certain
threshold for a given number of iterations, the decoder stops and the block is marked as non
decodable. This approach is claimed to be independent of the channel conditions. The false
alarm rate can be lower than of the VNR§ method, but the saving of iterations is smaller.
4.2 Enhanced Iteration Control
Many systems operate most of time in a relatively high SNR region. That means that the
input error rate of the channel decoder is very small or in other words, a lot of transmitted
blocks are completely error free. In this case no decoding step is needed for a systematic
code. All LDPC codes which are used in current standards are systematic codes.
In the layered architecture the iteration control has to calculate the syndrome for the
inherent stopping criterion. The syndrome calculation depends on the check node operation.
That means the syndrome is not complete until all check node operations for one iteration
have finished. In other words, the decoder has to make at least one iteration to proof the
parity check condition. If an error free block is received, the energy for this iterations is lost
without gaining any new information.
The main idea of the new approach is to detect an error free block before the decoder
starts at a lower complexity and a lower energy consumption than one decoder iteration.
Therefore we propose to check the parity check condition of Equation 1 before the
decoding step. If we detect an error free block no decoding is needed and the decoder can
be completely switched off.
An efficient way to check the parity-check condition is to encode the received
systematic information. An encoder encodes the received systematic bits and an Error
Detect logic, compares the calculated parity bits with the received parity bits. If there is no
different a valid codeword is received and the decoder would produce the same result. The
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received data can direct pass the decoder and transferred to the next processing step, see
Figure 2 . In this case no decoding step is needed. The U-S LDPC is encodable with a linear
time complexity [2].

Figure 2: Enhanced Iteration Control

This approach can go one step further. A certain number of errors in the packet can be
detected and corrected with this technique. If we assume a high SNR, the number of
erroneous bits in one packet is very small. We can use the following heuristic to detect
errors.
If only a few generated parity bits differ from the received ones, we can assume that the
systematic part is correct with a certain probability. The parity part contains no useful
information for the upper layers. The probability of a false alarm depends on the number of
wrong parity bits the SNR and the code. If you choose the number of allowed different
parity bits to one or two there is a guarantee for the U-S LDPC code and the decoder
implementation of Section 3 that the decoder produces the same systematic information
like the received one.

5. Results
In this section simulation results of the proposed iteration control in the WIMEDIA UWB
simulation chain are given. Furthermore implementation results in a 65nm low power
technology are presented.
5.1 WIMEDIA UWB System Model
The WIMEDIA UWB standard is based on a multiband OFDM air interface with and
without frequency hopping. The overall US UWB band ranging from 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz
is split into 14 sub-bands using 528 MHz of bandwidth with 128 OFDM sub-carriers. The
sub-bands are grouped to form 5 band groups. Four of them contain 3 sub-bands and one
consists of 2 sub-bands. In this paper we focus on the first band group ranging from 3.1
GHz to 4.8 GHz. In order to evaluate the communications performance of the WIMEDIA
UWB standard a SystemC based simulation chain has been implemented for the full data
path of the system. Key parameters of the WIMEDIA UWB system are depicted in Table 1.
The used LDPC code is specially designed for the UWB environment to get a low
decoder complexity at a high throughput and a high coding gain. [2][1].
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Table 1: WIMEDIA Physical Layer Parameters

Parameter
Data rate
Data carriers
FFT size
Symbol Duration
Channel Coding
Carrier Modulation
Channel Models

Value
53Mbit/s to 960Mbit/s
100
128 points
312.5ns (incl. Guard)
CC with K = 7, LDPC Code
QPSK, DCM, 16-QAM
CM1, CM2, CM3, CM4

5.2 Simulation Results
We selected the 16-QAM case with an air data rate of 960 Mbit/s and the 128 point FFT for
our simulations. The input quantization is 6 bit for the LDPC decoder, which yields a
communications performance loss of less than 0.2 dB in comparison to a floating point
implementation. This is a good compromise between implementation complexity and
communications performance degradation.
Figure 3 shows the average number of iterations for various SNRs with the inherent
LDPC stopping criterion only and the criteria for decodable and undecodable blocks
presented in the Section 4.1 . The threshold VNRoff for the iteration control for
undecodable blocks is selected in such a way that the communications performance loss is
lower than 0.01 dB. The third curve shows new the enhanced stopping criterion combined
with the state-of-the-art criteria. We can make the following observations:
• The detection mechanism for undecodable blocks gives the highest gain in the nonconvergence SNR region (below 15 dB). It saves up to 4.5 iterations, i.e. 45%, assuming a
maximum number of 8 iterations. There the state-of-the-art approach gives the same result
like the new enhanced technique.
• In the waterfall SNR region (15 dB to 23 dB) the state-of-the-art criteria yields a
maximum average number of only 5.5 iterations. That means that the iteration control
mechanism can save up to 32% of iterations.
• In the error floor SNR region (above 23 dB) the new enhanced criterion can decrease
the number of iterations up to 50% compared to the inherent criterion only. For a high SNR
region the mean number of iterations is less than one.
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Figure 3: Average Number of Iteration of the LDPC Decoder with Different Stopping Criteria vs. SNR

The new approach saves energy for blocks which are error free at the receiver. The
disadvantage is that we have to encoder each received block before decoding. Therefore the
energy saving of this approach is related to the number of error free received blocks.
Figure 4 shows the input block error rate at the receiver. A linear growing of the number of
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error free blocks with a increasing SNR can be observed. At the highest SNR point of 40
dB, 80% of the received blocks are completely error free and no decoding step is needed.
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Figure 4: Input PER before the Decoder vs. SNR

Figure 5 shows the energy consumption for decoding one block of the current used CC
code and the proposed LDPC code in a FPGA implementation [10]. It is shown that the
energy consumption of the LDPC decoder increases linearly with the number of iterations.
In this environment decoding one LDPC codeword up to 7 iterations needs less energy than
decoding one CC codeword.
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Figure 5: Eergy for UWB-LDPC and Viterbi Decoder, Energy per Block

5.3 Implementation Results
The implementation complexity should be remarkable lower than for one decoder iteration
to get a energy saving. Table 2 shows the arithmetic complexity for one encoding step in
comparison to one decoder iteration. Only the basic algorithmic operations are presented.
Encoding can be performed with 3600 operations for one block, 3300 XOR operations
for encoding and 300 XORs for comparing the parity bits. One decoding iteration needs
13200 operations. The Min operation is the check node calculation, the Add operation is for
the variable node operation and the XOR operations is needed for proof of the parity checks.
The decoder uses soft information for each bit, thus the operations have a width of
minimum 6 bits. In contrast, the encoder operates only with single hard bits. In summary
the encoding complexity is less than 5% in comparison to one soft decoding iteration.
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Table 2: Complexity Encoding vs. Decoding Process

LDPC Code
Code word size
Code rate
Operations
XOR
Min
Add
Overall

f[3,2] = {3 4 , 1 4} , g[11] = {1}

1200 bits
3/4
Encoder
3600
3600

Decoder
3300
6600
6600
16500

The low complexity of the encoding process of the U-S LDPC code is reflected in the
implementation results. Table 3 shows implementation results for an UWB LDPC encoder
and decoder. The area is only 0.014 mm 2 compared to the decoder implementation of 0.207
mm 2 . The leakage current in an ASIC implementation is proportional to the active area. By
switching of the decoder in case of an error free block the active silicon area is less than
10% in comparisons to the active mode. The additional logic in the decoder for the state-ofthe-art iteration control is less than 0.01 mm 2 and is contained in the results. The overall
complexity for the iteration control including the state-of-the-art and the new one is 0.024
mm 2 , which corresponds to 11% of the LDPC decoder [1] complexity. Encoding the
received information before decoding increases the latency by 33%.
Table 3: Synthesis Results for the UWB-LDPC Encoder

LDPC Code

f[3,2] = {3 4 , 1 4} , g[11] = {1}

Codeword Size 1200 bit
Code Rate
3/4
Area[mm2] 65nm @ 528Mhz @ 6 iterations
Type
Encoder
Decoder
Parallelism
30
Logic
0.010
0.112
Memory
0.004
0.095
Overall Area
0.014
0.207
Throughput
3.39 Gbit/s 530 Mbit/s
Latency
0.26 µs
0.77µs

6 . Conclusions
State-of-the-art implementations need at least one decoder iteration to detect an error free
received block. We presented an advanced iteration control for LDPC coding which can
detect error free blocks before the decoding step with a low complexity by using an LDPC
encoder. The new iteration control scheme in cooperation with the state-of-the-art ones
reduces the number of iterations and thus energy for all channel conditions for an LDPC
decoding scenario. In general the new approach can be used for all systematic codes, which
have a linear time encoding complexity.
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